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COVER LETTER
INTRODUCTION: This is a cover letter to a document of the same title found under
BIBLICAL WORLDVIEW GOD’S PLAN. This document is a “must read”
document by all church elders and leaders now that the endtimes are “soon
coming and our churches are being transformed.” The document is a bit

long, but it is must reading - please read the entire report.
This cover letter and the detailed document are written as if I am writing to my own church
with experiences I have had with my church. But I have changed the name to “North Central”
so it could be anyone’s church. Even though written to my church, it is a message meant for
all of today’s churches, including your church. Our churches now have practices and
ministries that must be augmented and changed as necessary to be ready for the sooncoming endtimes and eternity, and especially to have God’s best with excellence.
LETTER: The referred report is a very most important document that I wrote
especially for you elders. It is meant so that we can gain great enhancements in our
churches, to gain more of God’s best, particularly in these times. It is written from the
perspective that God has trained me to see the big picture and what is to be included
within it.
Having examined the big picture, I am recommending specific actions, that in my
view, our churches must urgently take. In the light of our times and the current
situation in North Central (your and my church), this could be one of the most
important documents at this time you might read, especially if you desire to have
more of God’s best for our (your) church and people, both now but especially for
eternity and want to avoid being transformed by inadvertently implementing satanic
strategy that many of our churches are now doing.
W e must carefully choose a course now because the signs and trends now loudly signal that
the time remaining in freedom before the Tribulation comes can be very short. Thus, we now
must choose and prioritize our ministries and worship services with needed and proper
content. I don’t have all details, but I am responding by examining the trends.
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Our Churches continue to do many good things in their ministries. This is why we all
attend. However, I am recommending two added ministries, and one change in our worship
services, needing urgent action. These are needed because, seeing the big picture, our
churches without their realization or desire, are trending (being transformed) to become an
immature church with a loss of biblical intellect having a low plateau of Bible knowledge. This
is implementing endtimes satanic strategy. Churches are now implementing many of the
unbiblical teachings and methods of the purpose driven saddleback church. “Fewer” now
know the Bible, are becoming mature, and know how the endtimes unfold. How much is your
church doing that which came from this (unbiblical) church?
This letter-report is written from my love for our church and to bring added value. This is so,
our church can continue being a great example - testimony church to the churches around
us and be much more prepared for now, the endtimes, and eternity. This letter-report brings
needed background understanding and the needed thinking process with an alert for what
is happening, where changes are vitally needed. An alert, not criticism is intended, even
though it may appear to be critical.
The subjects discussed include: endtimes Bible prophecy, becoming mature in Christ, the
several effects and impacts of our church music, doing more evangelism in the community
especially to our children, satanic strategies and their effects in our churches, the situation
with our youth, procedures and thinking process needed to gain needed results, and the
trends in our churches (e.g. Errors in the Purpose Driven Church we must avoid) - what
North Central is becoming. It describes what we must do now to have God’s best in both
current and eternal results, and what will happen to us if we do not make changes. W e
need to make some very serious, important, and necessary changes to mature our people
and reach more children. W e must avoid having our people being caught blind-sided when
the endtimes Tribulation comes suddenly, without warning. Even though the document is
a bit long, “please-please read it all” to learn “the many aspects” to “obtain the big
picture” and what, as a church we are and what we must do now with urgency.
Recommendations are presented for what we should do now. I would enjoy feedback.
Please e-mail me comments.
NOTE: The attached letter-report is meant mostly for our elders so they can report to
our congregations. Even though we may believe some aspects differently, my prayer is
that after reading and praying about this letter-report, you will make needed changes, for the
sake of our (your) people, more unity, and for greater worship, and obedience to God.

We must appreciate God’s absolute Greatness and achieve His best and
excellence before Him, implementing His requirements.
Now read the “must read” document.
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